
Infrastructure meeting 8/22/19
Infrastructure meetings take place every Thurs. at 9:00 Pacific on the BlueJeans infrastructure-meeting channel:   . https://bluejeans.com/383721668
(changed to every Thursday in July 2019)

Date

August 22, 2019 

Attendees
   Kian-Tat Lim
   Fritz Mueller
 Unknown User (mbutler)

Simon Krughoff

Igor Gaponenko

Discussions 

Item Who Notes

Item Who Notes

Items from 
MichelleB about 
infrastructure 

Unknown
User 
(mbutler)

Config for Duo new codes generation is changing this fall.  Much more scalable solution coming. 
/datasets ownership is being looked at 
No August Maintenance 
September maintenance will be on Saturday Sept 28 
User owned groups is around the corner in the Fall, and I was looking for a couple of early testers.   Simon Krughoff
and   (who wasn't there) volunteered.     I need to tell the folks here that these are the testers to "opt Colin Slater
them in" to have their own groups. 
Ldap federation for new people wasn't working for about 1.5 weeks.   We found the problem in our code.   It is 
working now. 
We are working on a ticketing way so that Ci-logon will get potential problems since watching IHS tickets isn't the 
way that they interface with their user community.   
NCSA's 7*24 operations center group (TMG) is getting involved in watching the DM-infrastructure channel and the 
IHS Jira tickets so that they can get trained up for monitoring things and helping to alert to problems when we go 
on-sky with auxtel. 
Procurment request sheet is up on the confluence:  Data processing services for FY2020 (Procurement at LDF 
2020)#/

add on items  Simon 
Krughoff Would like to have the firewall rules droped during the JSR next week fore ease of use of the demos.   

That was approved by the end of the meeting from the security group and   has got a ticket Unknown User (mbutler)
getting that done and in place.  

Action items: 
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